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What we do at Maestro by Bonnet.
We are fabricators of world’s finest cooking
suites.
We have produced ranges for the most wellknown chefs and the most revered restaurants.
We made our reputation in some of the
world’s most hectic restaurant kitchens and
this is where we learned our lessons, where we
refined our designs, where we learned what
was truly important.
We prove ourselves in these environments
every single day.
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Maestro is a small artisan
workshop of about 25
employees located in the
idyllic town of La Motte de
Galaure, just north of
Provence, in Southern France.
Surrounded by the iconic
vineyards of the Cotes du
Rhone region, it is nestled in a
small farming community with
roots in grapes, sunflowers
and lavender. Idle chitchat at
the local café and boulangerie
are by far the most common
forms of communication in
this serene setting where
Blackberries and Apples are
still just fruits.
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Maestro was founded by
employees from another local
range company that were
determined to open their own
artisan workshop knowing
they could make a superior
product. Their efforts were
successful and Maestro was
now making their own suites,
the way they knew it should
be done. Skilled workers came
together with one mission:
Provide the world’s finest
cooking suites.

Years later, Bonnet, a wellknown French manufacturer of
restaurant equipment based
outside of Paris, recognized
the solid customer base and
loyal following that Maestro
had developed and was
determined to have Maestro
become part of the Bonnet
team. After much deliberation,
Maestro by Bonnet was born.

Fast forward to 2008; Illinois
Tool Works, an American
company, recognizes the same
qualities in Bonnet that Bonnet
had seen in Maestro and
acquires Bonnet into their fold
of food service companies
alongside several established
American companies like Hobart
and Vulcan. The new connection
with Hobart’s vast American
service and parts network
allowed Maestro the
opportunity to enter the North
American market with total
confidence.

In 2013, Saint Remy Kitchen
Works Inc becomes
importer and distributor for
North America. President,
Guillaume Durand, is the
only person in North
America to have worked as
a direct employee of the
two most well known
French companies in this
field.
At the same time, Derrick
Foy, a legend in this arena,
is asked to come aboard. He
brings his decades of
experience in the fine
dining world.
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Maestro by Bonnet’s 25,000 square ft workshop is located between
Lyon and Valence in La Motte de Galaure.
Being so close to Lyon, France’s culinary center, allows Maestro to stay
connected with some of the world’s most talented chefs.
Working with them to develop new products and new solutions as the
ever changing culinary world evolves.
Our early adoption of methods like induction and sous-vide cooking
were a direct result of working with these chefs.
We are always happy to schedule a tour of the workshop should you
be in the area.
A scenic ride through the Cotes du Rhone vineyards leads you to this
serene village, total population 716*. *2008
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The Workshop
The finest artisans brought together in one
place. Welders, electricians, engineers and
designers working as one.
All walks of life, all kinds of backgrounds
working with a singular purpose.
Make the best.

Everything happens here; From the design and
engineering to the fabrication, wiring and even
crating. Your suite is designed here and built
here from scratch by a dedicated group that
values what they build.
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Maestro by Bonnet benefits from the vast
network that comes with being part of Illinois
Tool Works. Present in 56* countries with more
than $14Bn* in revenue, ITW’s 50+* companies
and 50,000+* employees provides a vast support
system. *2017
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Why choose Maestro by Bonnet ?

Robust

Reliable

Versatile

Beautiful

Massive frames made
entirely of welded stainless
steel and solid Titan
Stainless tops at 3mm thick.

Core functions that have
been refined over the last
30 years in order to provide
a product that is supremely
reliable.

The ability of design the
suite around your cooking
style; from inductions to
open burners, from passthrough ovens to sous-vide.

Seemingly endless
combinations of finish
combinations; stainless to
enamel colors to special
embossed finishes and
mirror polished options.
Trim in stainless, brass or
nickel.
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“

…
”
Chef Michel TROISGROS - MAISON TROISGROS
Michelin 3 stars

Robust
• Every range has a full internal structure hand
fabricated of stainless tubing and 3mm titan stainless.
• Load bearing stainless curbs available for every suite.
• Seamless worktops in ferric titan stainless, supremely
strong and durable in 3mm thickness, +/- 11 gauge
• TIG Welded throughout for beautiful, strong
connections
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“

”
Chef Cesar RAMIREZ- BROOKLYN FARE
Michelin 3 stars

Reliable
• Core functions have been perfected over the last 30 years
to ensure maximum reliability.

• Only the finest materials and the finest components are
used; cast iron, solid steel, solid brass and stainless steel
are the only materials used.
• Controls such as valves and thermostats are sourced from
the finest manufacturers . The best needs to be made of
the best available components, regardless of cost.
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“
”
Chef Thierry MICHENAUD - RESTAURANT PIERRE GAGNAIRE
Michelin 3 stars

Versatile
• Special shapes to accommodate your space and vision.
• Myriad of different functions available.
• Possibility to integrate external functions of your
choosing, even components from external
manufacturers.
• All gas, all electric or any combination of the two
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“

”(Translated from French)
Chef Paul BOCUSE - RESTAURANT PAUL BOCUSE
Michelin 3 stars

Beautiful
• Finish in true porcelain enamel in a variety of standard
colors and the ability to match nearly all colors in the
RAL color chart.
• Trim work available in mirror polished stainless steel,
solid brass or polished nickel.

• Special finishes available as well: Embossed and
patterned stainless steel, mirror polished metals in
stainless and colored finishes.
• Possibility to do an entire range in mirror finish!
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“
–
”
Chef Chris GALVIN- GALVIN AT THE WINDOWS
Michelin 1 star

Hygienic
• The cooking surface is seamless – There are no seams
between functions like you would have with a
“modular” range
• Corners are coved for cleaning – It would be much
easier for us to make 90 degree inside corners but
coved corners makes it cleanable
• Water baths under instantly removable burners and
water channels around planchas make cleaning simple
and quick
• Storage cabinets, open shelving and heated cupboards
all feature removable shelves and radiused corners for
ease of cleaning
• Cooktop and backsplashes are one piece, again with
radiused corners
©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Where to start…
• Where is your project located ?
• Is this project commercial or residential ?

Page 14-17

• Are you looking for a wall/ peninsula suite or an island/ central suite ?

Page 18-19

• What kinds of functions? Gas vs electric, inductions vs French tops etc.

Page 20-28

• Does the chef or owner have a layout in mind?

Page 29-31

• What kind of timeline are you working with?

Page 32-33

• Do you have a particular aesthetic in mind ?

Page 34-43

• Will it fit within the budget ?

Page 44

Questions so far ?
Saint Remy Kitchen Works Inc
Guillaume Durand
g@srkws.com
646.509.5004
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Commercial vs
Residential - Birth of
the residential market
We have a long history of making professional ranges for
professional kitchens.
Chefs that were using our ranges in their restaurant kitchens
started contacting us asking for us to make a range for their
home as well. We obliged. This led to the request coming
again and again.
Then their friends and colleagues would see their ranges at
home and would reach out to us as well – Forward to 2018
and all of a sudden the residential market represents nearly
half of the ranges we make for the US.
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Commercial vs Residential
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Difference: None.

There is no difference in the
way that suites are designed
or built.

Most commercial facilities
prefer to work with 208 Volt
3 phase power while most
residential projects are
limited to 240V 1 Phase
power. Nearly all electric
functions are available in
both voltages; exception
being our most powerful
inductions which require 208
V 3 phase.

Residential designs tend to
have smaller footprint but
not always the case.

Same functions are available
with the same BTU outputs;
only difference will be as it
relates to electric functions.
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Residential Examples
Click here to see many more range photos
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L’Atelier Joel Robuchon - NY

Jose Andres- CA

Michelin 3 star

Michelin 2 star

Commercial Examples

Brooklyn Fare - NY
Michelin 3 star

Click here to see many more range photos

French Laundry - CA

Chef Paul Bocuse – France

Michelin 3 star

Michelin 3 star
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Island Examples
Click here to see many more range photos
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Wall suite Examples
Click here to see many more range photos
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CORE
FUNCTIONS
• Chargrills

Page 21

• Ovens

Page 22

• French Tops

Page 23

• Planchas

Page 24

• Open Burners

Page 25

• Inductions

Page 26

• Equapan Braising Pan

Page 27

• Additional Functions

Page 28

• Labesse Giraudon Rotisseries Page 45
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Chargrill
• Steel cooking grate over burner assembly
• Lava rock bed between burner and cooking grate

• Clean out drawer below the burner
• Height adjustable cooking grate
• Available in single and double widths

• Power: Natural/ propane gas 40,950 BTU each
• Size: 640mm x 440mm
• Tech Sheet: Page 51
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Ovens: Gas &
Electric
• Ovens in GN 2/1 configuration; will take a full 18x26 sheet
pan front – to –back
• Available in gas or electric
• Lined in cast iron on the sides and bottom for thermal mass
• Primarily used for finishing, ovens are deep but not very tall.
By design the ovens are not convection
• Electric version has top and bottom elements independent of
each other
• Adjustable height center shelf
• Available as pass-through version in island configurations
• Power: Gas 49,950 BTU / Electric 7.4Kw

• Size: 700mm x 540mm x 320mm
• Tech Sheet: Page 52 - 53
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French Tops
• Our most popular function. A true staple of European cooking
• Massive cast iron plate over single high power burner. Extremely
efficient.
• Thermal mass through refractory brick lining.

• Ability to use 12+ pans at a time across graduated heat zones.
• 900°F in the center with a linear drop in temperature radiating
out; makes entire plate useful for sautéing, simmering, keeping
warm etc.
• Center rings can be removed for Wok style cooking
• Can replace many open burners
• Power: Gas 37,600 BTU
• Size: 550mm x 700mm / 550mm x 800mm / 550mm x 900mm
• Tech Sheet: Page 54
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Planchas
• Extremely versatile electric plancha
available in steel or chrome finish.
Ribbed finish also available.
• Available in single or double size; one or
two heating sources
• Water trough with collection drawer
built around the plancha for easy
cleaning
• Heat concentrated in the middle to
provide different temperature zones
within each plancha

• Cook directly on the surface or use with
pots/ pans when necessary
• Multiple planchas can be built with
common water trough
• Size: 350mm x 500mm Single
•

350mm x 700mm Double

• Power: 2.9Kw Single/ 5.8Kw Double
• Tech Sheet: Page 55
©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Open
Burners
• Our patented open burners available in
single and double configuration
• Innovative system of burners built over
water bath for easy cleaning. Add an
inch of water in the bottom, and when
you are done cooking, lift off the
burners, wipe everything down and pull
the drain plug!
• Burners instantly removable with no
tools needed
• Patented horizontal flame design leads
to 60% efficiency
• Size: 305mm x 305mm Single
•

305mm x 610mm Double

• Power: Different versions available from
20,000 to 30,000 BTU max
• Tech sheet: Page 56-57
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Inductions
• All inductions are vented and ducted with filtered air intakes
guaranteeing long life

• Remote generator systems to avoid heat sources and drop in units
available for lower power versions
• Available from 2.5 to 5.0 KW per hob
• Flush mounted Schott Ceran ceramic glass for impact resistance
• Instant power with no heat radiated into kitchen
• Size: Various sizes available based on needs
• Power: 2.5Kw to 5.0Kw dependent on facility power available
• Tech Sheet: Page 58
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Equapan
multi-function
• The most versatile item to become available
for the US market
• 8 cooking modes: Deep Fry, Grill, Pan fry,
Simmer, Sauté, Braise, Steam & Boil !
• 6 heating zones, with single degree precision
• Drain through 3 outputs: Into container
(soups/ broth etc) , fry oil storage container,
direct drain for water (when boiling or
steaming)

• Fast: Heating of nearly 2°F per second
• Size: GN 1/1 – 18Liters – 629mm x 332mm
• Power: 9Kw
• Tech Sheet: Page 59
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Some
more
functions…
• Fryers

• Pasta cookers
• Heated Drawers
• Refrigerated drawers
• Heated tops
• Storage drawers and cabinets
• Spoon dipper wells
• Tilt-out rubbish bins
• Salamanders
• Over shelf units
• Bain-Maries
• Chef’s sinks
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• Over 90 functions available plus the
ability to integrate external components
as well
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Layout
considerations
• Wall or Island?
• Footprint?
• Number of chefs at the range?
• Accessibility concerns; doorways,
elevators etc.?
• Orientation within the kitchen; For
a commercial project, where is the
pass….where is warewashing?
• Open vision lines or convenience of
having an overshelf? Salamanders?
• For a residential project; How does
it fit within your cooking style;
where are the sink and
refrigerator?
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Layout Limitations
Suites are custom designed and custom
made for each customer but individual
functions themselves are sized in a
standard fashion; meaning we can’t make
the burners smaller or the ovens less deep

Reliability is paramount to us so we have
certain minimum (but not maximum)
distances between functions to ensure
dependability by avoiding issues like heatsoak; as well as regulatory distances
between fryers and water sources
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Because at our core we are a builder for
professional kitchens, our functions are all
very large; we can’t fit 6 burners in a 36”
footprint for example
Note that nearly all wall ranges require a
900mm (35.4”) depth front-to-back

Following is a reference chart but best to
contact us
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Induction Wok
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Double induction hob
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Single induction hob
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250 mm (10") 100 mm (4") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 100 mm (4")

Prep Sink

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

Pasta Cooker

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

Fryer

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

Plancha

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

Radiants

100 mm (4") 250 mm (10")

100 mm (4")

Bain marie

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

Fryer

150 mm (6")

Chargrill

French Top

Open Burners
French Top
Chargrill
Fryer
Bain marie
Radiants
Plancha
Fryer
Pasta Cooker
Single induction hob
Double induction hob
Induction Wok
Prep Sink

Open Burners

Ga
s

Fu
nc
tio
n

Ideal spacing between functions

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")
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100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 400 mm (16")
100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 250 mm (10")

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10")

100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 400 mm (16") 400 mm (16") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10")

100 mm (4") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 400 mm (16")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4") 100 mm (4")

250 mm (10") 100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

100 mm (4")

Front edge of range

200 mm (8")

200 mm (8")

200 mm (8")

200 mm (8")

200 mm (8")

150 mm (6") 150 mm (6")

200 mm (8")

200 mm (8")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

Side of range

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6") 150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")

150 mm (6")
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Standard timeline & Process

Design sketches are usually
available within 24 hours.
Design drawings of proposed
layout are typically available
within 1 week.
Any revisions are made at this
stage
Once design drawing is
approved, our engineers will
produce full fabrication
drawings with utility info and
locations
Full fabrication drawings of
agreed layout are typically
©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works available within 1 week.

If fabrication drawing is
acceptable, the drawings are
signed and customer supplies
a 50% deposit to secure
fabrication slot
Fabrication starts and suites
usually takes about 6 weeks to
build

Once suite is finished at the
workshop, customer is
invoiced for balance due . As
all products are bespoke,
suites must be paid in full
before workshop releases for
shipment

Allow a total of 12 weeks from
order to final delivery

Projects ship via ocean
containers and delivery times
from pick-up to final delivery
typically run 6 weeks
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Standard timeline & Process

Ranges are shipped in one
piece, fully assembled and
waiting to be dropped in place
unless we have discussed
fabrication in multiple pieces.

Maestro by Bonnet ranges are
certainly heavy but they are so
solid that they can normally be
moved around on a furniture
dolly or two.

Smaller ranges can be
delivered via liftgate trucks but
larger ranges would be
delivered in a larger truck and
unloading is the responsibility
of the dealer or contractor on
site.

Moving from outside the
facility to the kitchen and
getting it in its final location is
the responsibility of the dealer
or contractor on site.
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Once in place, all utility
connections must be made by
qualified personnel.
Normally there are single point
connections on our ranges for
electrical, gas, water, drains (as
necessary based on design)

When range is in place and all
connections have been made,
we should be contacted and we
will coordinate a start-up.

All utilities are meant to be fed
from underneath but we can
design for rear access is
preferred.
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Aesthetic
considerations
• With the functional layout of the suite completed, aesthetics
becomes the next focus

• Multiple decisions:
• Classic or modern look
• Stainless steel finish vs enamel finish
• Lux Stainless finishes
• Handrails and corners

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works

Page 35-36
Page 37
Page 38
Page 39
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Classic Vs. Modern
Modern look removes the trim frames around door
openings, ovens and drawers
Trim bars can be added to doors if desired
One trim piece runs the length of the range

Classic look adds trim frames around door
openings, ovens and drawers
Trim pieces are a standard feature and the
recognized look of traditional
French cooking ranges
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Classic Vs. Modern
Depending on color,
porcelain enamel finish can
make
a suite look classic or
modern
Enamel finish is an upgrade
over stainless.
Trim pieces in polished
solid brass are the epitome
of traditional French
ranges.

Stainless steel finish
with polished stainless
trim lends a modern
look

Stainless steel finish
is standard
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Porcelain enamel
finishes

• Over 50 standard colors and the ability to match
most others by using the RAL color chart
• True porcelain enamel, not paint or powdercoating

• Very easy to care for yet some caution must be
used to prevent damage
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Lux Stainless
Steel
• New for 2019!
• Full line of special mirror-polished tinted stainless
steel as well as embossed options
• This is an upgrade over both standard stainless
finish and porcelain enamel
• Possible to do an entire range with mirror finish!

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Handrails and Corners
• Handrails, towel bars, plate rails or belly bars, regardless of
what you call them, they are strong, solid and useful
• Round rails in finish matching range trim or rectangular
stainless Steel rails. All supports are solid brass, either
polished or plated in nickel
• Rectangular handrails can be made to house GN 1/6 pans
between handrail and range for spices and other small
items.
• Several different types of handrail fittings available for ends
and corners, each one hand made at our workshop

• Range corners are available in 3 varieties;
• Rounded, Miter (45°) or squared off

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Residential layout examples
48” wide

60” wide
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Residential layout examples - 72” wide

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Residential layout examples - 84” Islands
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Color and trim
combination
examples
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Budgeting
• Bonnet Maestro is the best available range anywhere in the world and is
present in the world’s best restaurants and the finest homes.
• Restaurant ranges with heavy use are expected to last 25+ years.

Saint Remy Kitchen Works Inc
Guillaume Durand
g@srkws.com
646.509.5004
USA

• Residential ranges will be handed down from one generation to the
next. Note that we are world’s away from residential manufacturers; There
is simply no comparison to other brands, even the “pretty” French ones.
It’s not apples-to-apples, not even apples-to-oranges, its more like to
apples-to-dump truck. Nothing in common.
• But we are not inexpensive, in fact we are the most expensive on the
market. Not because that is where we want to position ourselves but
because we use the best materials, spend more time in Research and
Development for each design, spend the most time in fabrication ensuring
every weld, every finish, every structure is perfect.
• Have a project you think we might be a good fit for ? Give us a call !

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Labesse Giraudon
Rotisseries

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Show cooking at its best
• Several models available
• All models UL Approved
• Capacities from 4 to 36 chickens
• Decorative chain driven horizontal spits with a
wide selection of accessories available
• Vertical spits hang from the top for smaller items
• Stainless steel or enameled finishes available
• Made in our workshop by the same talented
artisans that make our ranges
• The flames, the smells… nothing better in the
show kitchen than one of our Labesse Giraudon
rotisseries

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Rotisseries
• All models have:
• 3mm thick stainless structure
• Cast iron refractory hearths
• Individual adjustable burner controls

• Innovative timed rotisserie spit motors for both
horizontal and vertical spits
• Ceramic fiber wicks coming through the hearths
• Pilot systems with safety thermocouples
• Removable drip trays

• Delivered with full set of accessories:
• Square spits with stoppers, hooks for
vertical hangers, skewer spits with end pins,
flat horizontal spits, “English” cage spits

• Smaller units can be wall mounted with our
optional brackets
• Ambient and heated support cabinets in matching
finishes available for larger units

©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Model 221

Page 60
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Model 432

Model 442

Model 632

Page 61

Page 62

Page 63
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Model 642

Model 663

Page 64

Page 65
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Technical Sheets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Chargrill Page 51
Electric Oven Page 52
Gas Oven Page 53
French Tops Page 54
Planchas Page 55
Single open burner Page 56
Double open burners Page 57
Induction Page 58
Equapan Page 59
Rotisseries Page 60-65
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Chargrill

MODEL AVAILABLE

Power (Btu)
40,950

Dimensions (mm)
640 x 440

MAESTRO
Wide section grill with a usable area of 18 dm2 (280 in²) movable and height
adjustable via brass pillar hooks

assembly.
Cast brass control knob and backing plate on the front facia

Stainless steel hearth holds lava rock resting on wide section stainless bars.
High output stainless steel multi tubular burner.
Drawer below to catch cooking juices and lava rock dust.
Control and heat adjustment via a safety gas valve with thermocouple and pilot
DESCRIPTION
•
•
•

•

Steel grill with a large section with usable area of 18 dm²: mobile and adjustable in
height via racks and brass handles
12.5 kW stainless steel high efficiency multi-ramp burner.
Stainless steel chamber to hold the lava rocks placed on a large section of stainless
steel bars.
Operation completed via a gas valve, complete with pilot light (manual) and a
safety thermocouple.
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Electric Oven

MODEL AVAILABLE

Format

Power (kW)

GN 2/1

7.4

Internal
Dimensions (mm)
540 x 700 x 320

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE

RELIABILITY

Removable cast iron flanges and soleplate, enabling high lossless heat
accumulation at door openings.

Door and strong resistance mechanisms.

Independent double heating: Soleplate & Arch
Evacuation of cooking steam via adjustable, independent exhaust and piping.

DESCRIPTION
•

540 x 700 mm refractory stainless steel GN2/1 Cooking wall
isolated via a thermally insulated double wall.

•

Regulation via independent thermostats for arch and soleplate
with power indicator lamp.

•

Intermediate reinforced stainless steel shelf, adjustable in height.

•

Massive oven door with opening compensated by a spring.
©2018 Saint Remy Kitchen Works
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Gas Oven

MODEL AVAILABLE

Format

Power (BTU)

GN 2/1

40,950

Internal
Dimensions (mm)
540 x 700 x 320

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE
Removable flanges and soleplate, enabling high lossless heat accumulation at door
openings.

RELIABILITY
Door and strong resistance mechanisms.

Independent double heating: Soleplate & Arch
Evacuation of cooking steam via adjustable, independent exhaust and piping.
DESCRIPTION
•

540 x 700 mm refractory stainless steel GN2/1 Cooking wall
isolated via a thermally insulated double wall.

•

Regulation via independent thermostats for arch and soleplate
with power indicator lamp.

•

Intermediate reinforced stainless steel shelf, adjustable in
height.

•

Massive oven door with opening compensated by a spring.
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French Tops

MODEL AVAILABLE

Power (BTU)
37,600
37,600
37,600

Dimensions (mm)
550 x 700
550 x 800
550 x 900

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE

VERSATILITY

Fire bricks surrounding the burner

Heat distribution on and around the hob, on the suite worktop.

Large burner under massive cast iron plate and burner diffuser around burner for
proper flow

Wide heat distribution range from 200°C to over 500°C, enabling a multitude of
cooking with different temperature ranges.

Each French top with own exhaust channel so as to not be affected by other functions

DESCRIPTION
•

Cast-iron two-part hob flush with the worktop, with a
set of 3 off-center rings.

•

Evacuation of burned gases via independent piping and
double-walled chimney.

•

10.9 kW cast-iron high efficiency burner under the set of
washers with anti-corrosive coating, surrounded by a
secondary cast-iron air diffuser.
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Planchas

MODEL AVAILABLE

Heating zone
1
2

Power (kW)
2.9
5.7

Dimensions – Cooking surface (mm)
350 x 500
350 x 700

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE
1 or 2 independent heating zones.

CLEANABILITY

Cooking surface flush with the suite worktop and can be used for direct cooking or
with pots/ pans.

Channel all around to collect grease and fats. Collects into a pull out drawer with
integrated handle for emptying.

Radiant heat chamber allowing for quick increase in temperature

Flush sides on the cooking surface makes cleaning easy as there is no overhang over
the channel

Concentrated heat in center with linear drop in temp towards the sides for versatility
DESCRIPTION
•

Hob in special steel with thickness of 20 mm.

•

Heating via radiating chambers with integrated overheating
safety, with unitary power of 2.9 kW per chamber.

•

Regulation via adjustable thermostat from 50 to 270°C with
power indicator lamp.

•

Customization options: combination of multiple planchas with a
common chute, chrome coating, ribbed finish.
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MODEL AVAILABLE

Power (Btu)
24,000

Dimensions (mm)
402 x 350

Single Open
Burner

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE

CLEANABILITY

High flame with “horizontal flame” and 60% efficiency for the entire adjustment
range (patented)

Patented burner, removable without tools

24,000 BTU for highest possible efficiency with minimal wasted energy.
Other power levels available but 24K is ideal

Patented suspended burner
Stainless steel grill
Tank connected to drain line with water fill system available as option

DESCRIPTION
•

Pilot light (manual control) and safety thermocouple.

•

Fully stainless steel radiating water tub to recover
overflows and prevent their carbonization.

•

Large section stainless steel wire grate
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MODEL AVAILABLE

Power (Btu)
24,000 x 2

Dimensions (mm)
650 x 350

Double Open
Burner

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE

CLEANABILITY

High flame with “horizontal flame” and 60% efficiency for the entire adjustment
range (patented)

Patented burner, removable without tools

24,000 BTU for highest possible efficiency with minimal wasted energy.
Other power levels available but 24K is ideal

Patented suspended burner
Stainless steel grill
Tank connected to drain line with water fill system available as option

DESCRIPTION
•

Pilot light (manual control) and safety thermocouple.

•

Fully stainless steel radiating water tub to recover
overflows and prevent their carbonization.

•

Large section stainless steel wire grate
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Induction Hobs

MODEL AVAILABLE

Power (kW)
5kW x 2

Dimensions (mm)
650 x 330

MAESTRO
PERFORMANCE
Various styles and power levels available; singles and doubles

RELIABILITY

VERSATILITY

Thanks to the remote generator system in the suite, durability is ensured via proper
ventilation and distance from heat sources

Independent zones for use with large or small pans/ pots
Free positioning on the suite worktop
DESCRIPTION
•
•

Vitro-ceramic, 6 mm thickness, with gasket
Automatically detects containers.

•

Each chamber is equipped with overheating safeties,
generators and/or inductors.

•
•

Equipped with an anti-dust and anti-grease filter.
Allows use of containers in varying dimensions (pots of
Ø 120 to over 500 mm)
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Equapan

MODEL AVAILABLE

Format
GN 1 / 1

Capacity (L)
18

Power (kW)
9

Dimensions (mm)
628 x 310

MAESTRO
VERSATILITY
8 cooking modes: Fry, Grill, Pan-fry, Simmer, Sauté, Braise, Steam, Boil.

Tri-metal base for cooking without attachments

3-exit drainage: recovery of dishes, frying oil storage, drainage.

CLEANABILITY

PERFORMANCE

Integrated influent water line.

6 heating zones, with degree-tight precision.
DESCRIPTION
•
•

Frying mode production capacity:
Frozen fries (NFD 40002): 28.6Lbs/ h.

•

2 ½ covers flush with countertop.

•

4 boiling levels possible (1–4).

•

Oil reserve mounted on guiderail in the cupboard.
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•

Set tank with integrated drainage system (3 drainage
modes possible: gastronomic tub, oil reserve or
drainage.
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Model 221
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Model 432
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Model 442
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Model 632
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Model 642
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Model 663
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